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DETERMINATION OF WALL TR@EMFWB
HEAT TRANSFERS TBROUGH WAILS
OF ARBITRARY SHAPlw
By Otto Lutz
A graphical method is given which permits determining of the
temperature distribution during heat transfer in arbitrarily slurped
walls. Three examples show the application of the method.
The further development of heat engines depends to a great extent
on the control of the thermal stiesses in the walls. The thermal
stresses stem from the nonuniform temperature distribution in heat
transfer through walls which are, for structural reasons, of various
thicknesses @ sometimes coqlicated shape. Thus, it is important
to know the tqerature distributicm in these strudmral parts. Follow-
ing, a method is given which permits solutim of this problem.
STATIMEWT OF THE PRO’BLIM
According to figure 1, a tw~ i@ hat flow ~ough me w-l
is assumed; thus, the WELU shoult exkmd in the direction normal to the
flow sufficidzly uniformly so that no compcments of the flow occur in
this direction. Furthermore, we consider the steady state process only.
It should be added that em apyroxbately steady state flow is present
even in reciprocating engines since the teqmrature oscollations at the
wall surface are only smll and are rapidly damped in the wall.1
*,,
Zeichnerische Ermittlung der Wandtemperaturen beim l&rmedurchgang
durch Wande von beliebiger Form.” Zeitschrift des Vereines deutscher
Ingenieure, Bsmd 79, Nr.34, August 1935, yp. 1041–1044.
lCompare G. Efchelberg: Temperaturverlauf und W&rmespmmngen
Verbrennungsmotoren. VDI@orschungshef t 263, Berlin 1923.
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The problem Is characterized by the fact that in=he regim limitsd ““”
by the two boundaries 01 and 02 (waU surfaces) L@ the two heat
streamlines 61 and 52 (the course of wtich is assumed to be known)
(fig. 2), LapLaces’s equation for the potential distributim
is valid? with ti denoting the temperatures. The
through the boundary ‘ol, and leaves through q.
boundaries are not isotherms, but on the contrary,
tian of the third kind
.
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heat flow enters
However, these two
the boundsry ccmdi- ““ ~
(1)
.
applies tp them, wherein a denotes the heat-tramsfer coefficients, ~,
the outside temperatures,t9,the waU temperatures, and_ h, the c-
ductivity of the wall; ~ is the temperature gradient firmal to the
surface (tirected tiward).
So far, no method giving a general.solution of this problem is
known to me. 2 Eichelberg,”For the present case of heat transfer,Geiger ,
(footnote 1) and Lachmann3 have striven for the solution by assuming the
flow pattern (potential flow) and varying it until it corresponded to the
boundary conditions, equation.(l). This method is possible for simple
forms only, and, if carried out correctly it is rather slow.
We take the inverse procedure: A.SSUUIQ the flow &ectign -KLW-””
the boundaries, we f&st satisfy the.bouudary condi%iom” (l), and check
whether @ f’lowpattti correspO@ to a potential flow. The advantage
of this msthod is that it leads to the “solution comparatively quickly
and directly shows the surface t~aatures, which are of greatest
interest.
2
J. Geiger, Z. VDI Bd.
—
67, 1923, Pc. 905a
---
3K. Lachmann, Z. VDI Bd. 72, 1928, p. 1127.
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.DE’WELO134ENTOF THE METHOD
H we assume the flow direction through the
that the same heat quantity flow between any two
surfaces and require
flow ldnes thus started.
we shall, in general, obta~ the flow pattern shown in figure ja if the “
flow direction was not, by cihance,assumed correct .Mtially. The flow
direction is to be varied so that corresponding flow lines run into one
another. Since, inmost technically @ortant cases, the thickness of
the wall through which heat transfer takes place is smll as co~sred
to the dimensions along the surface, one will almost alwa~ get by with–
out a deterndnation of the potential field h the waU. It is sufficient
if the condition shown h figure 3b is reached wherewith the problem is
solved.
Assume that the flow entering q(kcal/#h) forms the engle cp
[
measured positive in clockwise direction) with the perpendicular
fig. 4). For the flow compon~ts in the ~ection of the surface oj
%S ~d qn in the direction n no-l to the surface the equations
are generally valid. They axe connected with
-% =qntUlq
If we derive from the boundary”condition
clientalong the surface, to which corresponds
becomes
orwith equation (3)
(2)
each other by
(1)
the
(3)
the temperature gra–
flow ~, the latter
—
(4)
I
-.
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For the performmce of the graphical solutian,
differential form to the ~ference form and obtain
surface through which the flow enters (subscript 1)
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wfy tmn from the
finally, at the “”
—
(5) :
.
at the surface through which the flow leaves”-(subscript-2), according _j -:
to figure 4 .—
(Sa)
—
Therewith, a step-by=-stepdetermination of the flow dis~ibution along
the surface is possible. It Will he useful to select the steps Ao as
integral parts of the “fictitious traasfer wall thicknesses” A/a, thus
for instance, as 1/5, 1/10, or 1/20. (Accord@ to equation (5), the
fractions must be chosen smaller, the larger tea q, thus, the more
oblique the angle of incidence between surface and permeating flow.)
We now develop the two surfaces (fig. 5), assume the flows .ql
sad $
u-
at the beginning of the developed re~iom” at erbitrary linear
lengths, and divide the developed surface into-eqtil ~-ts Ao. star&
ing from the center A of these parts, we dr=w the lines ABc given
A31
by the assumed floW”@~ @l (at A)”and the slope tm $1 =
—
..
%,
(at B). BD is a parallel to the base line at the”&lst&ce ql.
—.
. ,-
The slope * *1 is constamt for the remainder of the procedure,”since—
.-.
equal parts Aol are chosen. According to equation (5), CE then rep
—
resents the increase (here the decrease) A%, wMch, i-naddition, is
to be shifted to the ead of the lmcrement Ao~ considered (lV2). The
line DF ... describes the course of the flow permeating-”the”s~face.
._—
As is well known, for flow fie@ free fr& sources; the same
partial flow must be transported in each “stream tube” or “flow tube.”
Accordingly, we divide the area DFKIK, repres.entclngthe totalflow,
into t equal area parts -(Q1/t) -d thus obtain the points of pen-.
tr~tion of the (t-l) flow lines at the surface O1. The d&ection of
the flow lines at these points is given by the -assumedorientation of
the field.
—
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Repeating the
etc.), we obtain a
5
construction at the exit surface ‘*02 (lines A’ B’C’,
diagram similar to figure Sa. The field orientation
“4 at the surface is to be c@ged so that corresponding flow lines meet.
We shall later on find a few criteria according to which the corrections
may be suitably performed.
Once the flow pattern is plotted in this meaner, there remains to
be determined what actual flow passes through for a given difference of
the outside temperatures. So fsr, we know only the flow distribution
%
along the surfaces and the ratio ~ of the entering and leaving flows
~q
of a flow tube resulting from the requirement that the total entering
m flow (area D~) m.zstequal the leaving one (area D~H’I’K*). The ordi-
nates q% would have to be changed h the ratio of these weas if they
are to be comparable to the correspcxding ordinates ~ .
1
The WSU. is cut opem almg the ceder flow line Sm of an arll-
trsry flow tube (fig. 6). Since, in general, the flow ‘q, according to
(2a)
correspcmds to the temperature ~adient and, accor~ to figure 4,
q = qn~os P) we plot a =adient corresponding to this flow qnfios q
at the two surfaces. The appropriate procedure, according to figure 6,
will be to represent the gradient as ratio of the flow q
n#os R
found, according to figure 5, to the totsl flow Q1 represented by DHIK.
Therewith, the abov~ehtioned transformation of the flows ~1
and q
%2
in the ratio of the areas Q~ and Q2 becomes necessary.
The scsle is to be selected so that one obtains slopes qsable in the
diagram (300 to 450). Again both gradients axe joined corresponding
to the flow pattern, wherein intermediate slopes must be choseh
inversely
Now,
proportional to the flow widths in &e flow pattern.
one has at the surface ol
(6)
or
--
-J
(6a)
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Accordingly, the lines indicating the gradient exe extended outside of
the wall up to the distsmces ~ C“os~ “-~ cos cp> then the diffe~-al and-w
e~ce in hel~ht h Corresponds to the pres&ibed temperature difference
el – 02. As a proof, this construction will-be carried out on two
different flow tubes.
.
Therewith, the temperature 81* at the point 01 ~.sknown. .-
Since, according to the boundary ccmditlon,”e&ation (l)-or equation (6),
a linear relationship exists between the flow q thr@@ the surface
nl –
and the surface temperature tie ~low distribution found~in figure ~ “a-
lso reproduces the temperature dis~ibution at the surface. The .—
temperature scale follows from the two
thus “01 = 81, and Y for the surface
31* at O1. The correspondingmethod
surface ~.
w-
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lmoti points X for ~ = O;
. 1 —
te~erature Just ~eterndned
—._ .-—__---=
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Wall with Protuberant and Indented
We presuppose that the flows develop izi
be applied.at the .——.
.
. .
... ...=-
- —
...-. t’
-.
Corner (Fig.=7)
—-
.——-
.thetwo .corn&s, indepen- “ ~~
dent of each other, so that the flow lines there may be ass~ed as-lines -,
of symmetry at the corners. Only the region between these two flow
lines ‘willbe considered.
heat
al .
-.
.-. . —
.-.
Assumptions.- wall thickness, 25 mm;investigated le5gth, 12~ ma; “
.-
conductivity, h = 56 kcal/mh°C; hea+transfer coefficients:
P, ~ = 1000 kcal/#h°C.
-.
—
solution.- Surface 01: assumed flow ql s=50”~’ ““ —
.—
obtain approximately the
of ~ smaller than ql
transfer coefficimts.
—.
—.= ----
02: assumed flow ~“ 3“25 mm; h–order to ._ _ . ~
same values- Aq as for_surface
-
.-
,01>a value ‘“
is chosen in inverse ratio of the heat- a.-
-. ___ :-
‘<
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A02 10 x 10–3 1(=ta?PJ=~’~”
*=lOm’thw~
The two flow ereas sre ditided into t = 10 perts. .Then the
surface temperatures ~ 1* and O2*, which establish the temperature
scale, are determined: Since the surfaces sirepsrallel, the construc-
tion given in figure 6 IS simplified by determining those two points
01 ‘d 02 located opposite each other where the perpendicular flow
qn entering and leaving is the s&ne. Accord@ to the flow pattern
plotted in figure 7, the temperatures at these points are f17* = 42.8°, -
792*= 28.6°, tf the entire temperature U.fferace is assumed’to be
e;-~ =100°.
Bestdes, these two temperatures would occur also in case of heat
transmission-through a plsme wall of the Iihiclmess b =
Result.– Thus, one obtains for the surface 01 ‘e
ature at the protuberant corner as 63° – 4.2.80 = 20.20,
20.2
100 –42.8 = 35.3 prcent of the temperatime jump, from
25 ~.
excess temper-
er
the outside to
the twc-di@nsional wall, and the insufficient temperature at the &
dented corner is 42.80 – 30.1° = U?.7° or 22.2 percent.
At the s~face 02, the excess temperature at the tidented corner
amounts to 41.2° - 28.6o = u.60 or ~ = 44 percat of the tempera-
.
ture Jump, from the two—dhuensional wall to the outside, and the insuf–
ficien.ttemperature at the protuberant corner 28.6° - 14.30 = 14.3°
or ~0 percent. The clifferences are relatively larger on the side with
the lager heat-transfer coefficient. Moreover, it can be inferred
that the flow lties turn their concave side more strongly toward this
surface.
Protuberant Corner Rounded Inside (Fig. 8)
The same dimensions and material constats are chosen as in the
first example. At a sufficient distsmce from the corner, the heat flow
will pass though the wall at a right angle; there the catering flow
ql then equals the leaving flow ~. H the graphical.determination
is started at this point with ql = q2,‘the two flow areas ~ and ~
resuiting, according to figure s, must be equal.
Aol = 10 nun,thus Aol
w
10 x 10–3 1(= tantJ =“-== .,
-e“=
Temperature scales: $1* ad 02* are determined at the stsgting
point of the investigation. :“--
Result.- Surface 01: Excess temperatm at the salient corner .—
66.9°-42.8° = 24.1° or 42.1 percent of the .temperatm~ jump from l “
outside to the two+i.mensioti wall.
Surface 02: Excess temper~ture 36.80 -.28.6° = 8.2° ..: T t
or 28.6 percent. . ...
Due to the rounding off, the temperature“differencesbecome lfiger
outside, aud smal.1~ inside.
Wavy Wall (l?ig.9)
%2=
The waPin,essis assumed as sinusoidal; L
= 50 kcal/nih°C;al = 375, -
1250 kcal/m2h0C. “ —
Surface 01: —assumed flow ql s 20 mm
—
Surface 02: assumed flow ~ s 20 nun. .—
‘24=4mm, ths— 4 x 10–3 1(=tan *2) =$-==
Al% . .
.
‘Y’
9Temperature scales: The flow pattern for determination of d1* .
and ti2* accorM.ng to figure 6 is plotted for the boundary stream
llnes S1 and S2.
Result.- I’hetemperature clifferences are only minor at the surface
with the smaller heat-transfer coefficient, but”considerable at the wavy
surface where, moreover, the lsrger heat-transfer coefficient premils.
ltromthe graphical construction emd the examples, the following
criteria for correction of the assumed flow directicm may be derived:
1. The concave side of the flow lines is turned more strongly
toward the surface with the larger heat-transfer coefficient, or
the surface with the lager heat+trensfer.coeffitiientis crossed
by the flow lties at a steeper slope provi@ing other conditions me
equal.
2. The width of the flow tubes along the entrsmce surface de-
crease in the-direction toward which the flow lines slope. (Compae
figs. 7 end 8.)
3. The width of the flow tubes at the exit surface increases
toward the side in which the flow direction is sloping.
4. The differmces in the widths along a surface exe greater,
the mme oblique the singleat which the flow lines cross the surface.
~. Other conditions being equal, the differences in the widths
along $he surface are greater, the larger the heat transfer
coefficient.4
Translated hy Mary L. Mahler
National Advisory Conmdttee
for A=onautics
4Forschg. Zng.-Wes. Bd..6, Nr. 5, 1935, p. 24-0,reports on an extension
of the method to ticlude axially symmetrical forms, locally different heat-
transfer coefficients, and 100ally different outside temperatures.
.—
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Figure l.- Two-dimensional “heat flow through a wall.
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q=
,
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Figure 2.- Sectionlimitedby thewalltxmndaries 01 and 02 and theheat
streamlines s~ aud S2. .The heatflow Q entersthroughthe
boundary 01 and leavesthroughtheboundary 02.
.
—
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Figure 3.- Heat-flow patterns in case of incorrect (a) and correct (b)
assumption of the flow direction through the surfaces 01 and 02.
Figure 4.- Decomposition of the entering and leaving flow into its
components in the direction of the surface ad normal to it.
11
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Figure 5.-
—
Graphical determination of the course of the entering and
leaving heat flow over the developed surfaces.
.
‘.
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Figure 6.- Determinationofthe
For thatpurpose tiewallhas
Ofan arbitraryflOWtube.
Y2~J
surfacetemperatures $1* and $2*.
been cutopen alongthecenterflowline sm
-’
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Figure 7.- Heat transmission through a wall with protuberant and indented
corners. Temperature difference be@een the two sides el -132 q 100°;
81 surface temperature on the entrance side, oz on the exit side;
heat conductivity ~ = 50 kca3/mhoC; heat-transfer coefficients al = 500,
% = 1000 kcal/m2hoC.
l.
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Figure8.- Heat transmissionthrougha protuberantcorner withroundingoh
15
theinside. Outer temperaturesad materialconstantsas infigure7.-
.
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Figure 9.- Heat transmission through a wavy wall. Difference of the outside
temperatures el - ~ = 100°; heat conductivity ~ = 50 kcal/mh°C; heat-
transfer coefficients q = 375, q = 1250 kcal/m2h°C.
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